SOIL 17

PERMEABILITY
PERMEABILITY APPARATUS CONFORMING TO AS1289.6.7
CIVILAB permeability equipment is used for the determination of the
coefficient of permeability of remoulded soils by constant and falling
head procedures and can be used to test soils with coefficients from
10-7 to 10-9 metres per second.

CL26201 PERMEABILITY MOULD
The rugged CIVILAB 1 litre Permeability mould has a mould base with
porous stones (upper and lower), clamp rods and confinement clamp
plus mould body and collar with drain. It is constructed of steel and
cadmium for corrosion resistance. The surcharge weight CL26201/70
and loading weight CL26201/50 can be ordered separately.

CL26210 PERMEABILITY MOULD
The CIVILAB Permeability mould is constructed of steel and cadmium
for corrosion resistance. It is 150mm diameter and 178mm high. The
base is manufactured from anodised aluminium and is fitted with a
porous plate, inlets, outlets and valves for drainage. Other sizes can be
supplied on special order. A filling collar CL26210/3 can be supplied as
an accessory. It has a quick release clamp action.

CL26210/50 LOADING PLATE
150mm diameter steel plate cadmium plated with a stem for applying
axial load.

CL26210/60 POROUS PLATE ANNULAR
30mm diameter hole in the middle.

CL26210/70 SURCHARGE WEIGHT
A suitable surcharge weight 148mm diameter to apply 3kPa pressure to
aluminium oxide with a 30mm diameter hole in the centre.

CL26210/80 SPACER DISC
A steel spacer disc 150m diameter x 61mm thick to enable
compaction to the required sample height

CL26210/12 POROUS PLATE
A porous plate 150mm diameter by 12mm thick manufactured from
aluminium oxide

CL26231 WAXING APPARATUS WOODEN JIG
A wooden jig designed to hold the mould in a horizontal fashion while it
is rotated in the roller mill. A hole in the end of the jig allows wax to be
poured into the mould as it rotates to provide an even coating.
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